
Model #: 1457-1000
UPC: #049448145713
MSRP: $111.00

10" Magnetic Electronic Digital Torpedo Level
 

Angle inclination in 3 construction languages - units of measure (degrees, percent, in/ft (fractional, Self-calibrate and
automatic digit inversion for overhead measurements, Reference function making any slope "0.0" and hold function locks
measurement on the LCD, Working range on angle measurement 4 x 90°, Powerful rare earth magnets hold to ferrous metal
surfaces and V-groove frame fits on pipe and conduit, Super strong 10" solid aluminum frame, SurroundView® vials reflect
ambient light for easy-read and two vials read plumb and level, Bright LCD backlight and audible and visual plumb and level
indicators.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Johnson's 1457-1000 10" Magnetic Electronic Digital Torpedo Level is feature rich with a large liquid crystal display (LCD)
that has a bright backlight. The level has three units of measure; degrees, percent and inches/feet in fractions. The level can
be field calibrated and has automatic digit inversion for overhead measurements. There is a reference button on the level that
when pushed makes any slope “0.0”. A hold button locks the measurement displayed on the LCD so the end user can record
the reading. The level also has a sound button that provides an audible as well as a visual indicator of level and plumb. The
super strong 10" solid aluminum frame includes rare earth magnets that will hold the level to any ferrous metal surface, a v-
groove that allows the frame to fit on pipe and conduit, two vials that read plumb and level and the patented SurroundView®
that reflects ambient light to the vials for easy reading. The digital level will be used by plumbers and electricians for
numerous applications such as precision pipe bending. Other applications include auto mechanics, solar module installers,
architects, concrete contractors, builders who need to comply with ADA and many many more applications.

Angle inclination in 3 construction languages - units of measure (degrees, percent, in/ft (fractional) )
Field calibration mode
Automatic digit inversion for overhead measurements
Reference function making any slope "0.0"
Hold function locks measurement on the LCD
Working range on angle measurement 4 x 90°
Powerful rare earth magnets hold to ferrous metal surfaces
V-groove frame fits on pipe and conduit
Super strong solid aluminum frame
SurroundView vials reflect ambient light for easy-read
Two vials read plumb and level
Bright LCD backlight
Audible and visual plumb and level indicators
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SPECIFICATIONS
Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty
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